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FOREWORD

How to be an Editor
One,
keep past issues of the Sandy River Review and issues
of other literary journals tucked inside your clothes
during the day and folded in and among your sheets
and blankets at night.
Two,
thrust the new issue at the most unsuspecting of people, perhaps to the point of startling them with your
ardor. For weeks, do not be seen on campus without
a pile of journals in your palms.
Three,
don’t be alarmed: by early November, you will see
stories and poems in every room of your apartment,
and you will begin to assume that everyone else has
also read them a thousand times.
Four,
begin to read stories like you are following a long
fence across a field, your fingers periodically brushing against the splintered wood, its texture like horsehair.
Five,
listen for the quietest of words, the words that make
the sound of dry, yellow leaves being dragged across
a sidewalk by light gusts of chill air.
Six,
by late november, you will begin to notice the smell of
the bark of an oak tree—or is it walnuts—something
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wafting from your ink-stained and paper-cut hands.
Seven,
in early december, you will have the strangest
dreams…
Eight,
…chiffon…sliced vegetables…deli hooks…an electric
fan in a hot kitchen…cranberry… hawkweed… apple
cores…the resilient stems of bamboo…
Nine,
…a scrubbed enamel bathtub… steps carved into
cliffs…chipped paint…a comma left behind…the residue of spilled white flour…stained linens, old boots…
Ten,
reading the issue for the first time, your fingers
stretch toward the sharp edges of the thin sheets.

—Bianca Sea Garber - Editor
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Bianca Sea Garber
MUSCLE-TEETH
Sometimes I say words aloud because I like the way they
sound together, the way “they swerve against each other,”
to borrow a phrase from Adrienne Rich. Taut. Habit. Click.
Closer. Jive. Gospel. Theta. I sometimes do this in my car
when planning a poem, saying only the verbs and nouns
aloud, or I simply list off words, enunciating them so that I
can hear each distinct sound and the way those sounds are
linked. Tongue. Angular. Wolves. Emancipate. Credentials.
River. Snake.
My favorite word combination is “muscle teeth.” I like
that though the “c” in “muscle” is silent, you suspect it may
change the way you pronounce the word in veiled and unconscious ways. It is a clandestine letter, a hidden one. The
“c” is Anne Frank in the attic, hidden between the “s” and
the “l,” the letters which begin the word “slide,” another
phonetic delight, and which describes how the “c” came to
be part of the word “muscle,” like a baseball player coming
home, quickly, smoothly, shrouded in dust—the dust of the
language where the “c” in “muscle” originated, the dust of
scrolls, folios, papyri, and cuneiform tablets.
Muscle teeth. Muscle teeth. Teeth. Teeth.
I like that saying the word “teeth,” requires that interdental use of my teeth, and the th-sound makes me shiver
with delight—I almost bite my tongue. A series of images
come to mind when I say “teeth.” I think of my own teeth:
small, fairly straight. I think of my sister’s teeth, which are
abnormally small and therefore had to be bonded, and in
places you can see the line where her real teeth end and
the bonding begins. My mother and sister both have a gap
between their two front teeth, and I sometimes confuse that
gap with intimacy, feeling close to people I hardly know
because they have gaps between their two front teeth.
I did not become aware of my predilection for the
phrase “muscle teeth” while listing off words aloud in my
car. In a song called “Dude. Yr. So Crazy!!” by the band Le
Tigre, a narrator utters off seemingly random words and
phrases to a techno beat. The last phrase uttered in the song
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is muscle-tee. For a long time, I thought the last phrase of
the song was “muscle teeth,” and even after discovering my
misunderstanding, I still denied that the last word referred
to an article of clothing.
My absolute relish in hearing and saying “muscle teeth”
slightly disturbs me because of the disconcerting image it
brings to mind every time I think of the phrase. Immediately
upon pronouncing the two words, I visualize human teeth
biting into human flesh. The teeth meet the skin and break
it with a sound almost like a snap. They move through the
dermis, through tissue and blood and into muscle. Here is
where the phrase meets itself, as the teeth break and snap
the sinews and fibers of muscle. The image doesn’t bother
me as I know it should, which is what is so disturbing about
the whole phenomenon.
I cringe when the Terminator cuts deeply into his arm
to reveal the mechanisms underneath, though, according
to the fiction of the movie, this does not hurt him. I almost
vomited when I once cut my hand badly on a soda can I
had experimentally broken in half. But sometimes I can’t
help but visualize, and often deeply explore, the potential
of very serious wounds. When I cut vegetables, I can’t help
but imagine how easy it would be for the knife to come down
over the middle of my hand, right below the knuckles, and
slice into it, breaking skin, severing veins, dividing the hand
in two.
I suspect there is some association between the sensation of imagining such a violent image and the sensation I
experience when saying “muscle teeth.” I like to think that
“muscle” and “teeth” are engaging in an altercation with one
another that is similar to the altercation between skin and
knife. Perhaps in using language as an art form, we seek these
combinations of words which create something obtrusive or
gratifying, something stirring that our minds both reject and
crave. Perhaps we search for the words that, when brought
together, create tension and energy, and from that energy
comes something we recognize, approach carefully, and then
reach out to hold. Perhaps the violent nature of the image
that comes to mind when I voice the words “muscle teeth” is
precisely what makes the phrase so pleasing to say. Poetry is
rarely pretty; rather it is a series of confrontations—those of
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sounds, words, meanings, and then that deeper undercurrent which we can often attempt to access only by seeking
out what may be painful or uncomfortable. We search for
that combination of sounds that might be like the collision
of two airborne glass bottles. For a brief moment afterward,
the air is left full of glinting shards. The shatter resonates.
The sounds, words, and meanings swerve against and crash
into one another, popping in explosive collisions, generating
something brilliant and volatile.
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Christopher Clark
ARS POETICA
In a parking lot, I find a poem in a child’s handwriting,
written on cardstock, with palimpsests and smudges:
Steven

leaves

leaves Blow in the wind. leaves fall in The fall
leaves chagh culer,
and a gust of wind brings acorns
snapping onto the cement. All around
me hundreds of leaves sail slowly;
canary, cranberry, cornflower,
cheddar cheese and plum.
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Tim Berry
INTOXICATION IS TWO PEONIES
The peonies have just opened
The inebriated ant stumbles out
Two women (top heavy) step out of
the four-door sedan,
readjust their paisley blouses, and
stumble towards the restaurant.
One scratches the skin under her necklace,
skin that her grandchildren like to touch because
it feels like the petals of the “Fringed Ivory.”
All the windows are open
To let the smell in
The other stops to hike up a stocking,
her elephantine breasts hanging like
“Raspberry Sundaes.”
They both start giggling.
At night they keep people awake
With their incessant fragrance
Bumping heads,
looking for the wine list
posted outside the door, they are like
two “Chiffon Parfaits”
that have to press into each other
to stay upright.
And by morning
Their petals are scattered over the lawn like
Sloughed-off paisley blouses
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Danielle LeBlanc
VERANO
the day i left you at the airport
three fat worms wiggled
out of my fingers
and into eggshells,
and bread crusts
and the black soil
of garden compost.
slick horseshoe crabs
mounted each others’
helmeted bodies for sex.
their many pinchered legs
extended and retracted
in protest (like spiders)
when two children
with sandy bathing suit bottoms
tried to flip them over.
in my garden
calabacitas stirred
pulsing larger
behind orange blossoms
twisted in ecstasy
i thought of the time
you opened the barn window
to release the dusty hot darkness
and set free the bees
that crawled along the glass
just before you folded my skirt upward
and kissed my laughter on the old loft mattress.
or how, sitting in the back of the bus,
you taught me to eat the cores of apples,
biting the ends off first
and saving the bitter seed sack for last.
you smiled and i grimaced
6

as the brown pebbles crushed between my teeth
like beetles.
i watched as metallic june bugs
nibbled on pole bean leaves
shaped like the ears of elephants
and i touched the tomato stalks
as they strained against fetters of cut cloth
to reach further sunward,
while the plump red fruit
hung arched to warm soil.
my feet grew leather heels
as i stepped past burping cucumbers
and unfurling basil leaves,
the sun sat on my cheeks,
murmuring of wet hair
on ice-cream truck afternoons
and how all these things
would somehow fade
into the mid-day haze.
that night,
i held a baby not my own,
its eyelids, veined and wet,
like the inside shell of an oyster.
her nostrils clicked as she slept
fingers closing
and opening in dreams…
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Matt Luzitano
ABBOTT PARK
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Chelsea Goulart
TWINKIE
Hot pink mini-skirt, black halter top, 3-inch heeled
black leather boots, silver hoop earrings and pink lip gloss
complete her preferred outfit. Stubborn, independent, and
vibrant would be the choice words for anyone describing
her. Her hobbies would include tennis, shopping, dancing
and long bubble baths. She would be the life of every party.
My vagina.
Young girls are constantly reminded of how filthy owning a vagina truly is. “Don’t touch that,” is a common scold
associating a negative mystery with the “down-there” area.
Because of this, shame and embarrassment become emotions affiliated with one’s lady friend. The word “vagina” is
a dirty word, one not to be spoken during dinner with the
family. At a friend’s home, at the age of six, I asked her if her
“girly part” had a name. This merited my mother a phone
call from my friend’s concerned parent, asking why I knew
where such a vulgar place existed and why I was so curious
to know about it. Vaginas everywhere beg the question: Why
do we have such dirty connotations?
My mother encouraged me from a young age to explore
my body as I deemed appropriate. Unfortunately, I was not
comfortable with this urge until recently. It was only after
the treatment of cervical cancer that I began to appreciate
and respect my own vagina. Until I understood how precious owning a healthy vagina was, I found this sensual area
disgusting because of the degrading nicknames attributed
to it: pussy, bearded clam, beaver, cunt, snatch, twat, etc.
I refused to touch, even look at, my vagina because society
told me it was inappropriate. She sat tucked inside of me,
cold and desperate for attention. The only contact she had
experienced was the insensitivity of cold foreign intruders
prying to tear out pieces of her while I lay naked atop a metal
slab like a piece of cold meat swinging from its deli hook for
the treatment of cervical cancer at the age of nineteen.
After my mother received the phone call from my
friend’s parent, she though of a “cutesy” name to deter adults
from believing her daughter to be a young sexual predator:
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she nicknamed the vagina “twinkie.” My sister Mallory and
I did not find the proper term for one’s twinkie until junior
high; ‘twinkie” had been the sole name. One afternoon on
a grocery store trip for dinner ingredients with my mother,
Mallory and I found a box of edible Twinkies innocently sitting on the Miss Debbie product-line shelf. Our eyes lit with
excitement: “Are they like Legos?” my sister asked her allknowing older sister. “Can you change them?” I was shocked
and unable to answer her. When I (rarely) did not know
the answer, Mom was the only option. “Mom, Mom! We
saw twinkies in a box! Can we change ours too?” Laughter
burst from my mother: “How about I tell you when you are
older.” Our peers would be the ones to tell us the real name
for this body part.
My vagina has recently become part of me, almost like
a friend. When I peek into the mirror, she is pink and fleshy
as a delicate flower. She is empowered by gentle touches and
soft groans. It was not long ago that I would have looked
with repulsion on this beautiful sight. I smile knowing how I
have changed, how she has changed. She has become a part
of who I am and who I am to become.
She is my vagina.
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Bernadette James
BLUE
Sarah felt nauseated in the driver’s seat of her rental
car. Her knuckles were white on the steering wheel, and her
back was stiffly hovering in front of the padded, gray seat.
A car beeped from behind and then zoomed around her.
She drove past a speed limit sign, then looked down at her
speedometer. The white and orange numbers told her that
120 kilometers per hour was the same as 75 miles per hour.
No wonder the car accident rate here is so high, she thought.
Sarah finally saw her exit and pulled off the expressway.
The road was quieter here. Her shoulders fell slightly from
the tense position they’d been in, and her hands reluctantly
released their tight grip on the steering wheel.
She had flown to Greece a week ago. She didn’t have a
return ticket. Only because I don’t know when I’m going home, she
told herself. It had taken her the past seven days to gather
up the courage to drive all the way out here. The car she’d
rented this morning was expensive, but she didn’t care. She
just needed to find this place by herself.
He’d shown her pictures of it that he’d found on the
Internet. Then he’d shown her a map and told her how it
was so hard to get there without using a boat. But he’d said
they would find a way.
Eventually, Sarah came to a fork in the dirt road and
realized that she didn’t know which way to turn. She was
lost.
~

~

~

Cassondra stood on her front steps, watching the
American girl slowly pull her car out of the driveway and
onto the road. The girl had wanted directions to the Blue
Caves. Cassondra didn’t speak English very well, but what
she’d learned from her British daughter-in-law a long time
ago had been enough to give rough instructions.
She said her name was Sarah. She was different from
other American tourists. She didn’t even have a guidebook.
She looked like she used to be a pretty girl, but her long, dark
blond hair was dull and limp, and she wore no make-up to
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cover the deep circles under her eyes. Her sunken cheeks
and practically concave stomach seemed to emphasize the
hollowness that her eyes conveyed. Cassondra wondered how
this girl had heard about the Blue Caves and if she knew
what Cassondra knew about them.
Cassondra hadn’t been out to the Caves in years. Not
since the day she’d lost Nautilos. They’d been married for
almost thirty-five years when he was killed. It had been hard
enough losing him, but it became even worse when no one
believed her explanation of his death. Their children stopped
speaking to her, and she lost all her friends. Their shunning
and her grief forced her to leave the home in the city that
she and Nautilos had built. She’d been living out here by
herself for as many years as he had been gone. As close to
the Blue Caves, as close to Nautilos, as she could get.
He was pulled out by the tide, they’d said.
Sirens don’t exist, they’d told her.
Besides, didn’t you read the stories? Odysseus killed them,
they’d mocked.
But Cassondra had heard the music. She’d heard the
singing as she watched Nautilos swim out into the ocean
and never come back. She’d had to listen hard to hear it at
first, the dissonant chords and the unpleasant high notes.
She hadn’t gotten goosebumps or chills, the hair on the
back of her neck hadn’t stood up, there had been no gut
feeling. But when she’d watched him swimming away to the
only place she couldn’t follow him, she’d known what was
happening.
Afterwards, she’d remembered what she’d heard from
one of the crazy, superstitious old women in the city: that
the Blue Caves were a sacred place and they settled hearts.
They hadn’t worked for her, though. The only thing the
Caves had brought her was pain.
Cassondra shook her head as she turned and leisurely
walked back into her house. The Caves probably wouldn’t
work for this girl, either. She looked too far gone.
~

~

~

Sarah pulled her car to the side of the road next to
the mill the woman had told her about. It was a small stone
building with a rough tile roof and red window frames. She
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shut off the engine, taking a long breath of air.
There had been a painting hanging in the woman’s
house that reminded Sarah of something he had shown
her. While they were looking at pictures of the Caves on the
Internet, a link to a painting had come up. It was a painting
of a woman in the sea. She was beautiful, her long brown
hair flowing around her. Her head was thrown back, eyes
closed, an expression of ecstasy on her face. One hand was
held seductively underneath her bare breasts. In place of
her legs was a long, slender, green tail, fins gracefully flowing in the water.
A mermaid, Sarah had said.
A siren, he’d corrected.
That was when she’d noticed the man at the top of the
picture. The siren’s back was to him, but he was swimming
towards her, away from the boat at the surface. He had a
look of resistance on his face, eyes closed. But he was swimming down, to her, his arms outstretched towards her body.
The sea was black around them, the water swirling around
her. The painting on the woman’s wall had looked exactly
the same.
Sarah stepped out of the car and looked over the water
below her, below the steep cliff she stood at the top of. The
blue, blue water stretched towards the horizon, dissolving
into the sky. He’d said what they were looking for was called
the Blue Caves.
He’d told her about this place when they were still
engaged, when they were still in love and making plans together. He’d told her they’d come here someday, together.
But this was before he’d told Sarah about her.
Her name was Amelia. There wasn’t much for him to
say, really.
You are gorgeous and intelligent, an amazing woman, he’d
told her. You’ll always mean something special to me, he’d said.
Somehow it hadn’t comforted her. She’d watched him
pack and quickly, painfully remove himself from their apartment and from her life, to go and be happy with a woman
who was obviously more gorgeous, more intelligent, more
amazing, and more special than she was.
Sarah’s feet felt heavy, as if they were stuck to the
ground, so she stood there for a while. She knew she was
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supposed to be in awe of this beautiful place, of the view that
consisted of the wide, cerulean ocean and the huge caves
formed underneath her. She knew she was supposed to be
appreciating that she was here and drinking in everything
that it had to offer. Instead, she was vastly empty, except for
the eerie calm that spread through her like fire.
~

~

~

Cassondra stood at the top of the cliff, staring out over
the water. It was so far down that she was afraid, but the
shimmering blue was mesmerizing and soothing.
Someone called her name. She looked over and saw
Nautilos descending rough stone steps to the stony beach
below. She opened her mouth to shout a warning and make
him come back to her, but she stopped herself, watching him
lithely move farther away from her. She smiled, watching
him.
He took off his shirt and turned, catching her staring
at him. He smiled and called something up to her that she
couldn’t hear. As he stepped into the water, Cassondra
thought she heard something in the distance. She shook her
head and looked back out over the ocean, pulling her shawl
tighter around her arms, trying to guard herself from the
wind. Thinking about Nautilos, she smiled slightly again to
herself. He was different from any other man she had ever
known. It had been years and she still didn’t know how to
explain the love she felt for him.
Cassondra heard something again. This time she
frowned and stepped to the side, looking down the steps for
Nautilos. The sun was setting behind her, and she squinted
hard to see but couldn’t find him. She called his name, but
the wind carried it away, and she knew he wouldn’t be able
to hear her.
She looked hesitantly at the steps. She didn’t want to
go down them and near the water. But if something had
happened to Nautilos…
It took several minutes for Cassondra to get halfway
down the steep steps. By then the wind was blowing harder,
and the noise she’d heard earlier was getting louder. It was
high pitched and soft, like someone was singing. There was a
sharpness to it though, a dissonance that made it unpleasant
14

for her to listen to. By the time she got down to the shore, the
water was lapping loudly at the rocks and the shore. She kept
her feet on the last step, staring at the water nervously.
Cassondra called Nautilos’ name again and looked
out over the water. Then she caught sight of him, his tan,
muscled back rippling as he swam. But why was he swimming away from the shore?
“Nautilos!” she screamed against the wind. The singing
was louder.
She suddenly remembered the stories. It wasn’t possible, though—sirens? But Nautilos was swimming farther
away from her. Why was he swimming out to sea? He had
to hear her. The voice reached a particularly high note, and
she knew then that it was a siren. She stepped down from
the rock stair and towards the water.
She’d never learned how to swim. Her father had
drowned in a boating accident when she was young. Her
mother, brokenhearted, had refused to teach her daughter
how to swim. By the time she’d married Nautilos, who had
loved the water, she had been too afraid to have him teach
her. Cassondra had hardly ever been to the beach since she
was young.
She started to cry as the sky turned darker and she lost
sight of her husband. She put her foot out towards the water
but jerked it back as soon as the ocean grabbed for her. The
wind whistled around her, whipping her hair around her
face and in her eyes.
“Nautilos!”
The shawl was ripped from her shaking hands and fluttered up into the air before sinking down into the water. It
dipped with the waves and tangled with the sea. Cassondra
stood on the bank, Nautilos’ shirt on the ground next to her,
silence roaring all around her.
~

~

~

Sarah noticed rough stone steps in front of her, stretching down to the rocks and waves. He’d told her there were
one hundred of them. On her way down, she counted.
There were.
Her first trip to Europe had been seven years ago. Paris
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was a gift she’d given herself for her twenty-first birthday.
“Je, uh, je besoin de…directions?” In a café, Sarah
had struggled to get a waiter to understand her broken
French.
“Je ne sais pas que vous voulez.” The waiter had spoken
quickly and she had asked him to repeat it before trying to
get him to understand what she wanted again.
“Directions? Pour…pour, uh—”
“Quoi? Mademoiselle, je ne sais pas…” While she had
worked so hard on trying to form a French sentence, the
waiter had just talked more quickly and gestured wildly.
“Damn it.” She’d sworn under her breath, on the verge
of giving up.
“Excusez-moi, je parle Anglais, je l’aiderai maintenant. Merci,
monsieur, merci.” He’d come up behind her and, with a few
stunningly spoken words, the crazy waiter had stopped
gesturing and left. He’d turned to look at her then, a bright
smile on his face. Sarah realized later that he wasn’t the best
looking man she’d ever seen, but at that moment in Paris,
he’d looked beautiful.
“Vous êtes jolie, mademoiselle,” he’d said.
When she finally reached the bottom of the steps, she
looked around. The whole side of the cliff was formed by
hard, sharp rocks. Grey, white, tan rocks, with burnt orange
streaks. The sides were jagged and uneven, like someone had
dug out crooked paths with his fingernails. They were carved
out, forming hundreds of “C”s and upside-down “U”s. They
reminded her of a loofah, or a piece of coral. There were tall,
thick rocks right next to her that reached out from the side
of the coast, stretching towards the ocean like slender walls.
There were a couple of them in a row, each one about one
hundred feet from the other. These barely connected walls
of rock weren’t whole; there was a thin arch of air carved
out by the water in the center of them. Everything looked
smaller from here, but Sarah knew that she couldn’t even
comprehend how much bigger than her they were.
Sarah stepped back and started to take off her clothes.
He’d told her to wear a bathing suit when they came. She
cautiously walked forward and placed one foot into the blue
water. It was warm, just like he’d said. She shivered.
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The sand was soft, her feet sinking slightly and leaving oddly-shaped craters behind her. The water reached
her knees, and she bent down to drag her fingers over the
surface of the water. She kept walking and the water kept
rising, its own fingers creeping around her thighs, over her
hips, up her stomach, and finally to her chest. Her aching
chest. She floated, slowly swimming to the nearest rock and
lifting herself up onto it.
After he’d told her about Amelia, he’d said he wanted
to be friends. He’d explained how hard it was for him to
leave her; it would be even harder if he had to abruptly stop
talking to her.
I’ll miss you, he’d said.
Then he’d kissed her. But his eyes had stayed open. It
was like he knew he was saying good-bye to her forever, even
after all he’d just said. He’d given her hope that possibly he’d
change his mind and come back, but she had given up on
that hope immediately when she peeked at his open eyes as
he kissed her, his lips pressed up against hers, but gone so
fast that she didn’t have time to form a permanent memory
of their last kiss. Of their good-bye.
He had called her a week later. He’d commented on
how nice the weather was for a late January day. She hadn’t
said anything, but remembered how he’d used to call her
from work on sunny days and tell her that the sun made him
think of her. He’d told her how he had a big presentation
for his job the next day that he was nervous about. She’d
softly reassured him that he’d be fine, quietly letting him
handle the conversation. She’d bitten her lip when he’d
said good-bye. She’d remembered when they’d first started
seeing each other, how excited she’d been when he’d first
said “babe” on the end of “good-bye.” His “good-bye” now
seemed incomplete without it. She hadn’t said good-bye back
but had listened as he’d sighed and hung up the phone.
She’d kept the phone up to her ear until it started beeping
at her to be hung up too.
They weren’t really caves. Just huge boulders with the
middle carved out, small arches created by the scooping out
of their insides.
Sarah sighed, slipping off the rock she was sitting on
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and into the ocean. She emerged bit by bit from the water
as she walked towards shore. Her body was dripping. The
water sucked at her legs, begging her not to leave. She was
still shivering and slowly walking towards the shore when
she heard a growl. Stiffening, she looked up and saw it.
It took her at least a minute to realize that it was a dog.
It was the ugliest dog she had ever seen. Its fur was a mixture of uneven grays and browns and was matted and dirty.
And as she looked closer, she realized that it was missing its
right front leg.
It made a noise again, and she realized that it wasn’t a
growl, but a whimper. It was standing on the shore to the
right of her, and then it started walking closer. Sort of askip-and-a-hop walk. When it reached the place where her
clothes were, it tried to sit down. Its legs were propped in a
weird way though, and it ended up balancing precariously
for a second or two before half-falling onto its stomach, its
hind legs tucked beneath it.
Sarah hesitated. It seemed harmless, but it also looked
like a wild animal. A wild animal in a foreign country. She
started to walk towards the shore anyway, cautiously, her eyes
on it the whole time. It paid no attention to her at first, but
as she moved closer, it seemed to be more aware of her. She
was practically there when it really growled this time before
jumping up. It ended up awkwardly standing, balancing.
It bared its teeth, and she backed up. It sniffed her clothes
that were still lying on the shore, then growled at her again
before starting to walk, hop, back the way it had come.
Sarah waited in the water, watching it struggle down
the shore. She wanted to help it, but she watched as it managed on its own.
She waited a few minutes after it disappeared before
continuing to walk towards the shore and her clothes. She
stood still when she got there, listening to the silence become
knotted with the sound of the softly roaring water. She sat
down next to her clothes, stretching her long legs out in
front of her, letting the sun dry her off.
She pulled her legs in to her chest quickly when she
remembered something. She almost forgot that she’d put it
in her purse that morning. She’d taken it the day that he left,
hiding it from him. She’d kept it hidden this whole time, but
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had impulsively packed it in her small suitcase a week ago.
Sarah reached for her bag and opened it, putting her
hand inside and pulling out a toothbrush. His toothbrush.
She held it up, a white stripe up the front and a navy one
down the back. She stared and then brought it up to her
face, smelling the bristles and Crest toothpaste. It smelled like
when he’d come to bed at night. She wondered if he smelled
the same way getting into bed with her every night.
She got up and walked back into the sapphire-hued
ocean, the water making satisfying noises as she allowed
herself to be brought back in. She walked straight out until
the water was lapping around her armpits. She held the
toothbrush underwater, swirling it back and forth, watching
it magnified below the surface, the white stripe more of an
aquamarine color now.
Her hand stopped moving and her fingers slipped a
little bit. Then she let go, watching it sink. She reached down
and grabbed it before it sank past her hips, squeezing it between her fingers. She rubbed the handle with her thumb
and then dropped it again. It almost reached the sand when
she reached to pick it up again. She’d been so intent on it that
she didn’t realize that when she bent over, her head would
go underwater. She jerked back, sputtering, wiping the blue
from her eyes. When she could see again, she looked down
through the water. The toothbrush was gone.
“Ooh no, this isn’t supposed to happen,” Sarah whispered desperately to herself, eyes darting, feet moving
around. “I didn’t really want to give it up.” She kept looking.
“Please don’t take him from me…” She swore softly and her
vision blurred again.
Sarah had never met anyone who had been as nice to
her as he was. She’d never had a relationship like this one
before. He’d wanted to stay in bed with her all day on rainy
days, he’d wanted to play Scrabble and do crossword puzzles
with her, he hadn’t minded that she drank wine with her
pizza instead of beer. He’d been a kid with her and gone sledding in the winter and to amusement parks in the summer.
But most of all, he’d been in love with traveling as much as
she had been. They’d even had a list of places they’d wanted
to go, big black checks appearing next to a name whenever
they had returned. They’d gone to cliché touristy places and
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they’d gone to obscure unknown places. They’d always gone
together, and she’d never had more fun. It was her dream
to travel, and she had finally been fulfilling it with him.
Which is why it hurt so much, she realized. She’d
thought his feelings mirrored her own. And the fact that his
departure wasn’t instigated by anything that she did hurt
even more. The realization that his love wasn’t as much as
hers was what hurt the most. And what made it the hardest
to let go.
~

~

~

Cassondra stood at the top of the cliff, looking down at
the shore that she hadn’t looked down on for almost eleven
years. Her hands trembled slightly, but she balled them up
tightly and held her arms stiffly at her sides.
The American girl was in the water, and Cassondra
almost cried out to her. She stopped herself in time and bit
her lip to keep it from shivering. Maybe the water and the
Caves would be able to do her good. Just because they tore
her and Nautilos apart…
Cassondra looked out over the wild blue water. Eleven
years. She couldn’t believe she was still alive after being
without Nautilos for this long.
But how alive was she?
She watched the small American girl slowly swim towards the caves and out of her line of vision. She had to shut
her eyes tight and curl her toes to stop herself from rushing
to a place where she could watch Sarah and make sure she
was all right. She would be. Maybe.
I am, Cassondra thought. Right?
~

~

~

Sarah swam towards the closest cave and put her hand
on the rock. It was hard and cold, almost sharp underneath
her pale, damp fingers. She felt so small.
Sarah carefully swam around the rock, underneath
its arch. She looked down, and her whole body was blue.
When she lifted her arm out of the water, it dripped that
blue, reluctantly separating itself from her skin. She stared
at one drop slowly falling and sinking into an ocean of blue
drops.
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She moved towards one side of the arch and leaned
her back against the rock. It was cool and bumpy, not very
comfortable, but somehow comforting. She closed her eyes,
but she could still see the blue, reflecting everywhere. She
watched the color dance on her closed lids and she felt like
it was inside her, like she’d never be able to escape it.
He’d left her. He had left her and wasn’t coming back.
She was alone. She finally knew that. He wasn’t going to
suddenly show up here with an apology and an “I-can’t-livewithout-you.” He had not made a mistake, and he wasn’t
going to say that he wasn’t okay without her. He wasn’t going to beg and fight for her, and he wasn’t going to say that
he needed her. Being here without him, being in Europe
when she wasn’t with him, made her realize that he really
was gone.
Thinking about him now, her expression didn’t change.
But it felt like her chest was swelling, pushing up against her
throat, and her stomach felt tingly, her emotions causing
her body to be sore.
Sarah thought about the dog. When it had fallen like
that, its lonely front leg collapsing, she had felt something.
It was like she had woken up from a dream that she didn’t
know she was having. She had forgotten about him and about
the emptiness in her where feelings were supposed to be.
For a second, she’d had a hand on her old self again.
She took a deep breath, filling her stinging chest with
Greek air, with new, blue air. She slowly slid down, immersed
under the turquoise water. She floated up and lay on her
back, the blue cushioning her, surrounding her, cradling
her, supporting her, hurting her. She closed her eyes again
and breathed.
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Katie Baum
ANNA
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Andrea Bechen
THE WAY LOVE FADES
Sunset’s a blushing cheek
and I wish you were here, warming
the spot between my eyebrows
with the breath that escapes
from your lips parted like the tiny gap
between the tiles and the inky base of
the bathtub when it hasn’t been scrubbed, but
I always clean before you come over
so you won’t see my dirty insides. I am
back-flat lying against the sandpaper
roof above the cars as they roll by like lullabies
from the mobiles of the babies I won’t bear
you and I wish you’d lay your shrinking bones
down next to my growth spurts awhile
and watch the sky fade. In the morning
we are grey on purple like a bruise.
I’d put your hand in mine but
you’ll let my fingers rest atop yours
for a moment like a spider on your hands
then you’ll roll away into your world
and I’ll lurk next to you, a Quasimodo
tuning into the sound of our breathing
going in and out, music between static.
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Mark Rice
STEALING CORN IN PENNSYLVANIA
We dive off father’s porch into the waves of an enormous
corn field fighting with the wind, breaking at its borders.
Running through columns of stalks, our thin forms
paper cut by leaves: my brother and I at eight and six.
Half a dozen hold easily in the stomach of my upturned
shirt, belly exposed to late summer air while
the Amish landowner’s daughter rides her horse
closer, then dismounts.
Grazing her hands along the stiff up-turned pods
of these plants, she places one more into the bowl
of my shirt. At the red porch, father waits
with the grill on, watching heat lightning tackle the distance.
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Mary Ellms
A RED SQUIRREL
When I hit a red squirrel while traveling in the southbound
lane on I-95, I blamed my step-father, blamed him because
the last time he beat my mother, a pattern of blood in
the shape of a squirrel formed on her shirt, and when I
said, “Ron, what are you doing?” he ran until the sheriff
caught him two counties away, and since Momma’s family
wouldn’t let him get away with killing her, with leaving me
in their hands, I blamed him because I knew that if he had
the power to put a squirrel on my mother’s shirt when he
was alive, then he had the power to put a squirrel in my
path after his death, and I blamed him because he still had
a hold on me, so when John brought me back to reality
and said, “I think you just hit a squirrel,” I pulled over
on the shoulder of the highway because I didn’t want that
squirrel’s family to come looking for me.
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Timothy Berry
MUSHROOMS
Taking a drive out into rural hills, where the houses start
to imitate the slanted faces of women who’ve had strokes
and need to take naps in the afternoons, we’ve stopped at
an antique store across the street from an abandoned gas
station which still has pumps in the holders but no gas in
the ground, like women who still use tampons after a hysterectomy just to feel normal, and normal doesn’t exist out
in these hills where knickknacks are spread out all over the
lawn in front of a chipped yellow Antiques sign with an arrow
pointing towards the garage,
which is plump with porcelain dolls, portraits of clowns in
red suits, myriads of coffee mugs with phrases painted on
them and shellacked so thickly that their faces have turned
blue, gilded picture frames with the glass centers missing,
snowshoes, those generic brand Barbie dolls with matted
hair and chipped lipstick, suitcases with corners like scabby
elbows, linens, books, late nineteenth-century medicinal
bottles, baskets, costume jewelry, bins of solitary shoes, terra
cotta gardening pots, doilies with rust stains like panty stains
over the elegant patterning.
A youngish woman walks out of the house wearing thin shoes
that seem good for puttering around the house, and tells us
all about what there is in the store, and what’s for sale, and
how long she’s been in business, and how she almost went
to college but is now taking some courses online, and in her
simple and slow speech is telling us all about mushrooms,
mushrooms, she tells us, that are very delicate and worth
good money (at least eight bucks a piece), and how we should
wait on the porch while she goes inside to get some out of
the fridge to show us. We wait on that porch looking at each
other wondering how strange it is that we are waiting for a
woman to come out and show us mushrooms, but she seems
nice and probably doesn’t see many people and it would nice
of us to act interested. So when she comes out again we ask
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“Where do you usually find the mushrooms?”
“Oh, mostly under hemlock trees in the fall after it rains,
but you don’t want to pick them when the gills open up, you
want to pick them when they look like this” and she holds
up what looks like a mushroom in the fetal position—a baby
mushroom that she says will smell like cinnamon, and even
though we don’t think it smells like cinnamon when she
thrusts it under our noses, we smile and agree, wanting to
make her happy in her thin shoes.
As she stands there, her mother appears from inside the
house, wearing a peony floral printed scarf around her
head, with eyebrows that look like they have just started
growing back in after what we assume was cancer: a cancer
that probably drained these women making them revert
to pushing mushrooms on the few people that just stop to
look at antiques out among some rural hills, people like us
that are just looking to browse but are forced to wait on the
porch and smile, people that go out for leisurely weekend
drives and come back with disturbing images of stained
linens, rusted signs, and sickly mothers with simple-minded
daughters turning out the lights at night while their mushrooms sit in the back of their fridge and the gas pumps across
the street sit in their holders above some massively empty
underground barrel.
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Caleb Collins
SLIDE
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Kyle Baker
DIGGING TO CHINA
I sink my spade deep, slicing webs of green grass roots,
the sound like the tearing of pages from notebooks
or raucous applause from a crowd through closed doors.
I toss up turf-mounds and stack them to form
a miniature version of the famous Great Wall.
The June breeze curls around me, tugging my collar
and tousling my hair, drying beads of warm sweat.
With the heel of my boot I press the spade harder.
Toward faint odors of ginger I tunnel.
Through layers of brown earth I carve, chip, and scoop,
and stooping low, prying, I move heavy stones.
The sound of panpipes rises up from cool soil,
and thin paper lanterns, pastel, dimly glowing,
hang from tight cables above crowded streets.
Vibrant silk robes the colors of sunset
on display in store windows beg for my love,
and women with handcarts speak softly, “Come, buy.”
They offer me mangoes and peaches, sweet smelling,
substantial and dense, heavy in delicate hands.
An officer, white gloved, flags traffic—all bicycles.
His whistle blows ride on wisps of brown dust.
Letting my spade rest, I learn to use chopsticks,
and sit watching pandas munch shoots of bamboo.
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Jacques Rancourt
NAHALTIN
Are there any among the false gods of the nations that can bring
rain? Or can the heavens give showers? Is it not He, O Lord
our God? We set our hope on You, for You do all these things.
-Jeremiah 14:22

Brother John prayed for the soul of his brother and,
of course, for Casper.
The rising sun cast an orange light on the cross of St.
Anne’s mission, descending like a curtain down the clay sides
to the pen beside it where Andrew the llama was plotting
his daily escape. The aluminum gate surrounding the chapel screeched as Brother John opened it, Chieko following
him close behind. John looked to the rusting thermometer
where the red streak had begun to rise vertically through
the ranks of partially legible numbers, now clearing seventy,
with even the early mornings offering little protection from
the terrible heat. It was six a.m.
“It’s going to be another sweltering day, Chieko,”
Brother John said, returning the rosary to his pocket. The
beagle looked up at him, tongue dangling from his opened
mouth. John admired the sunrise for another moment before
saying to Chieko, “Ready to make breakfast?”
The hogan, a polygonal lodge built of cottonwood logs
and clay, stood across from the chapel, and served the mission as a soup kitchen, a gathering place, and a community
dining room. Ducking through the narrow entrance, Brother
John and Chieko walked past the rickety tables and benches
to the back where there extended a small kitchen. Flipping
on the radio, he collected the pans and ingredients he needed. It would be pancakes again today, due to the excess of
flour. Chieko followed close behind Brother John, routinely
stopping by his water bowl whenever it was passed.
While Brother John mixed the ingredients in the large
bowl, he listened to the news announcer tell of the fires
that spread across Arizona, Utah and New Mexico, and the
devastation following in their wake. Another fifty homes lost
overnight; firefighters were trying to maintain control of the
situation, but without any rain in the foreseeable future, their
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outlook was not optimistic.
Sister Monica came in a few minutes later and began
preparing a gallon of coffee. Her silver hair was hidden
behind the white and blue wimple tightly wrapped around
her head, the only part of her habit she still wore daily. Together, she and Brother John were the spiritual mother and
father of St. Anne’s mission and the hundred-mile radius
surrounding it.
“Your llama is gone,” she announced. “I swear, we
spend more time herding Andrew than he does herding
any of the sheep.” She chuckled to herself, pouring coffee
grinds into the filter and turning the archaic machine on.
“I sent Casper out after him.”
Casper, who would be nine soon, was living with them
at the mission until foster parents could be found.
“I hope the boy doesn’t get dehydrated,” Brother John
said, laying down three rows of sausage patties on the grill.
“It’s getting hot out there.”
“He won’t be out long. Andrew only goes as far as the
convenience store these days. And besides,” she said, “it’s
the highlight of his day.”
Brother John left it at that. Anything, as long as it made
Casper happy.
By eight o’clock, the local Navajos left their trailers
and clay houses, and gathered inside the hogan for a free
breakfast. The children sat together in one of the corners
and played their drums while the adults talked amongst
themselves about the drought, about the fires that burned,
and their uncle’s acquaintance and the friend of a friend
who had lost everything. It hadn’t rained since the snow
fell in January, and they had become used to the pictures
of burning homes and crying families that they saw daily on
the covers of local newspapers.
Casper returned and joined the other children until
Brother John and Sister Monica emerged from the kitchen
to announce that breakfast was ready.
“But before we begin,” Brother John said to the eighteen who had gathered there, “let us give thanks to the Lord
who has brought us all together this day.”
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They could see the cloud of dust shimmering from
miles away.
Brother John had been spending the hottest part of the
day resting on a shaded bench against the clay side of the
mission. He held his near-empty water bottle in his lap and
watched Casper hang from the gate as it swung.
“You be careful now,” Brother John cautioned him, and
Casper muttered, “I will.” He already had grown an entire
inch since he arrived three months ago, Brother John mused,
and the scar on his right cheek had cleared up nicely.
Chieko was the first to notice the cloud, his ears perking
up as it approached. Brother John got up from his bench
and watched it drift towards them. The shape of a truck appeared within it, rolling to a sand-swirling stop and parking
in the small clearing that divided the mission and its chapel
from the hogan and Sister Monica’s trailer. The pickup’s bed
was loaded with boxes, bags, a bed frame and an emptied
refrigerator. A middle-aged Navajo named Bidziil, an active
parishioner of the chapel, stepped down from the truck, his
cowboy boots landing hard on the packed sand. A long, black
braid fell to his lower-back, and his arms were imprinted
with faded blue ink: ghosts of old tattoos.
“Bidziil!” Sister Monica greeted him, appearing from
inside the mission. “What a pleasant surprise.”
“It’s good to see you,” said Brother John, patting him
on the back.
Bidziil’s face was solemn. “I’m sorry to ask this of you,”
he said, “but they evacuated me from my home. They said
the fires would sweep through the plains near my house and
that I had to leave immediately. I’ve tried calling my sister
in Phoenix—”
“Say no more,” Brother John interjected. “The mission
is always open to you.”
The tension in Bidziil’s forehead subsided, and a grateful smile appeared on his face. “God bless you both,” he said
to them.
The sun was just reaching the apex of the desert sky,
lunch was beginning to cross from the back of Brother John’s
mind to the front, and he had just finished helping Bidziil
move his essentials into one of the spare rooms when Sister
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Monica appeared in the doorway and announced that more
had come.
“More?” Brother John asked. “How many more?”
“An entire family, twenty-three all together,” she said
as she and Brother John began walking towards the hogan.
“We don’t have enough beds for them all. We’ll have to put
some of them on the floor…”
The outside was blinding. A dry wind had picked up
and squalled over the desert and into the pen where Andrew
stood defenseless, blinking as the sand swept through his
gnarled fleece. The temperature was now well above one
hundred degrees.
Inside the hogan, the family surrounded an old woman
who sat on a bench with her husband, their withered hands
entwined. She was ancient: a legacy of the Navajo people, a
remnant of the old west. A shawl of black and orange thread
was tucked underneath her moon-white hair and wrapped
around her shoulders. Her face was like the desert: coarse,
with dry cracks and ridges, all except for her eyes. Her eyes
were full of water, like the sacred pools hidden away among
the canyons where an occasional cloud kissed its lofty heights
and left its cool moisture in the dimples of rock.
The old woman opened her toothless mouth and spoke
to her granddaughter, who had daughters of her own, in
the Navajo language.
“She says she is very grateful to you and Sister Monica
for letting us stay here,” the granddaughter interpreted.
“We all are.”
“We do what we can in difficult times,” Brother John
said.
“We tried to save the farm,” she explained. “But when
the river dried up, there was nothing more we could do. All
the crops are gone. That farm has supported our family for
eight generations, and now—” She stopped her eyebrows
from twitching and smiled. “But God always provides.”
They waited for John to nod in reply.
That night, Brother John did not pray or read his Bible.
A thousand stars glimmered outside his window, and the
powdery substance of the Milky Way was strewn across the
ebony sky, but he did not gaze in awe. He did not see Venus
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flicker, and only Andrew witnessed the shooting star streak
across the sky. A ripped envelope and a crinkled letter on
Brother John’s desk watched him fall into a fitful sleep which
was interrupted several hours later by a deep thumping.
He sat up, the inside of his mouth dry like the burnt
plains. There was another series of thumps: someone at the
door. Grabbing his flashlight from the drawer, he left his
room. The white beam danced through the living room and
around the sleeping bags of those who could not be compacted into the spare bedrooms. It illuminated the counters
and cabinets of the kitchen and the Bible passage painted
on the wall, which read, “This is love: not that we loved God
but that God loved us and sent his only son…”
When he opened the mission’s front door, he was
met by a crowd of Navajos squinting in the white spotlight
which shone from above the stoop of the mission. The light
reflected off the windshields of rusting trucks behind them.
They stood before him, ranging from grandparents leaning heavily on their canes to sleeping toddlers in the arms
of their parents.
“I’m sorry, Brother,” said a man who stood in the front.
He stared at the baseball hat that he folded and refolded and
then crushed in his hands. “We all lost our homes to the fire,
and we have no other place to go.”
The next morning, Brother John knelt in the chapel,
just as he did every morning, and prayed for the soul of his
brother, for the people who sought shelter at the mission,
for rain, and, of course, for Casper. He rubbed his sore eyes
and felt the blood pulsing lazily through his brain. He had
spent the entire night helping the newcomers pitch their
tents and trying to comfort those who were still crying. His
head had barely touched his pillow before his alarm clock
screamed at him to wake up.
The beads moved through his fingers, but the voice
inside his head did not recite the prayers. His mind was boiling with half-finished thoughts, questions, and an endless
list of things that had to be done. He put the rosary down
and buried his tired face in his hands.
He thought about how many homeless families he and
Monica were now responsible for; he thought about money
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and how long they could afford to feed them all before there
just wasn’t any left. He thought about how many more there
would be if the drought continued. These people already
suffered from destitution; wasn’t that in itself a big enough
burden? Losing their homes could cripple them for the rest
of their lives, like it had done with his brother. He felt that
nagging, empty feeling in the void of the pit where he once
believed his soul resided.
His sore eyes scanned the chapel and drifted towards
the wooden altar which was hand-carved to resemble an
eagle, its wing span reaching out before him. Its engraved
eyes were fixated courageously forward, at him, in the
pre-dawn glow. Beyond that was a crucifix made from the
charred timbers of the first mission which had burned to
the ground seventeen years ago. John tried to draw comfort
from these lonely images.
He thought back to the letter on his desk. The child
placement agency had found a prospective family for Casper.
John hadn’t told him yet, and the letter had been lying there
for a week now.
It wasn’t until the sun streamed blue and red through
the stained glass image of Jesus that Brother John put his
rosary to rest inside his pocket and left the chapel, letting
the door clatter behind him.
The newspaper on the mission’s doorstep read, “FIRES
SPREAD, NO RAIN PREDICTED.” He stepped over it and
made his way through the battalion of tents which stood like
green Victorian dresses on a ballroom of dust.
The refugees had already begun to gather in the hogan,
filling the chairs, cramming along its five sides and spilling
out onto the crooked benches and picnic tables. Brother
John and Chieko made their way through the crowd and
into the kitchen where the radio buzzed and the sausage
patties sizzled, bowls clattered against each other and the
spatula scraped against the frying pans. Sister Monica and
three other women weaved in and out and around the small
kitchen in the steps of a frantic and complex dance.
“John!” Sister Monica said. “We’re making eggs and
toast, but it’s not going to be enough. Can you make some
pancakes?”
Brother John nodded and began to collect the ingreSandy River Review 35

dients he needed. There was no longer an excess of flour.
Later, he would have to take the van out for the three-hour
trip to Albuquerque to get more. He used what they had left
and hoped it would be enough. He turned around to get
the milk and eggs from the refrigerator and saw that one of
the Navajo women stood in his way.
“Excuse me,” he said to her.
She looked at him, her eyebrows coming together, telling him she didn’t speak a word of English.
“Ex-cuse me,” he repeated, exaggerating each syllable,
using his hands to motion that she should step aside.
She continued to stare up at him.
He placed his hands on her shoulders and guided
her out of his way. She stepped backwards, the heel of her
boot grinding Cheiko’s tail into the floor. Chieko yipped,
startling John. He jumped backwards into the flimsy table,
and turned around to see the bowl teeter on the table’s edge
before plummeting to the ground upside down, the last of
the flour spraying across the floor. John growled and lashed
his leg out. With a clash of cymbals, the bowl was sent across
the small kitchen, ricocheting into a corner. He jammed his
eyes shut and bit down hard on his bottom lip.
When he opened them again, he met Sister Monica’s
concerned look. “John—” she whispered. The drumming
in the main room ceased, and curious faces began to peer
in from the main room.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I’m sorry, it was my fault.”
He left the kitchen to find a broom.
More had come during the day, and by nightfall they
surpassed sixty. Sister Monica had called the nearby shelters,
and their responses were all the same: it would take them
several days—possibly several weeks—to place them.
At Mass that morning, every chair and pew in the small
chapel was filled and even then people had to stand outside.
It was the largest attendance St. Anne’s had ever seen. When
the collection went around, it gathered six dollars and seventy-two cents, all in coins. They gave what they had.
When night fell, they all gathered outside around the
fire pit and shared stories: stories passed down from their
grandparents, stories about Changing Woman and the
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legend of Spider Rock. One by one the crowd diminished,
starting with the youngest and oldest, until only Brother
John, Bidziil, Andrew and the crickets remained.
“Beautiful night.” Bidziil tilted his head back and stared
up at the stars. “Look at them all,” he said. “There are so
many. I always find myself thinking on clear nights like this,
how big God is and how small we are. He handmade the
entire universe and yet it’s us He loves above all.”
“They remind me of how much distance there is between us and God.”
“Brother?”
He shook his head. “I don’t know why I said that,” he
said, taking a deep breath of the arid air. “In the Bible, men
have always turned to the desert to find faith in God, to find
the strength needed to fulfill His will. But here we are in the
desert, and I see only abandonment.”
“Maybe it isn’t enough for us to wait on God to intercede
for us. Maybe we have to seek God out.”
“What do you have in mind?”
“The Navajos have a prayer custom,” Bidziil explained.
“When I was a boy, my father taught it to me, just as his father
had taught him. They built a sweat hut by covering a wooden
structure with animal skins. For a day before the ceremony,
they burned rocks in a fire pit and then placed them in the
middle of the hut. They poured water on these rocks and
suffered the steam, offering their pain to the spirits, to God.
The ceremony purified them. My forefathers believed that
the sweat released our bad spirits, our sins, and the rocks
represented new life. And afterwards they washed themselves
in a nearby stream or lake to symbolize cleansing and the
rebirth of their souls.”
“The stream dried up a long time ago, Bidziil,” Brother
John said, smiling.
Bidziil laughed. “Will you allow me to do this?”
Brother John looked up to where it seemed a celestial
vase had fallen, a million broken shards filling the sky. It
was under a sky just like this where John had often lain and
contemplated the mysteries of God, under a sky like this
John had begun to discern his call for the priesthood. Now
the sight seemed like a remnant of the past, a snapshot of
childish faith, a lost hope. And yet it still held a warm familSandy River Review 37

iarity in its dazzling depth that comforted him.
After a short pause, he gave Bidziil permission.
Andrew pressed his chest against the wire gate. The fire
that reflected in his beady eyes held two men staring at the
stars and still, after all their years, contemplating the mysteries of God in a silence only broken by the popping of the
smoldering cinders and the musical churring of crickets.
It took Bidziil two days to build it.
The black hut stood beyond the hogan; the sun’s heat
rippled and streamed off the rubber tarps that layered the
structure. Brother John, Casper, and six others waited outside the hut to participate in the ceremony. John’s hand
rested on Casper’s shoulder; his touch felt distant. Casper
hadn’t said much since John had told him about the letter.
A flap opened up, and Bidziil appeared with a shovel,
his face red and plastered with sweat. “I just placed the
last stone,” he told those gathered there. “Everything is
ready.”
Sister Monica watched from the shade of the mission
as, one by one, they disappeared into the black mound.
Andrew jumped over his gate. The llama galloped away
towards the horizon.
Crouching, they made their way inside the hut and
sat along the edges. The room was hot, and being in it was
like being cradled in a crib of tin after it had soaked up the
afternoon sun. A bucket of water had been placed next to
where Bidziil would sit, and when he entered, he closed the
flap over the opening, and the room disappeared.
It was a while before Brother John could see the outline
of his feet in front of him, and even longer before he could
see the vague shadows of the rocks in the center of the hut.
They looked like ash molded together into jagged shapes and
crags. A red glow radiated from within their gray forms.
The room was ignited with light for a moment as Bidziil struck a match and lit the end of a pipe. “This is a peace
pipe,” he explained, drawing from its tip. “We share it to
represent our unity with each other through God.”
The pipe was passed to Casper, who smoked it with
alarming expertise, and then to Brother John. He pressed it
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to his mouth, inhaled, and felt the sultry smoke pass through
his lips before handing it to his left. It went around twice.
Bidziil lowered a ladle into the bucket of water, and
poured its contents onto the smoldering rocks.
The rocks shrieked! Like the shrill squeals of mice being
crushed, the sound pierced their ear drums with a searing
needle and rang through the darkness until it withered into
a sharp hiss. The water evaporated upon contact, its steam
shooting into the air, enveloping them in a moist, singeing
blanket. Droplets of water condensed on their bodies, mixing
in with the sweat that began to rise from the pores of their
skin; their soaking shirts suctioned to their backs. Their sweat
was clean and held no odors, and the only smell was that of
the musky, sweltering air, like burning incense.
In silence, they began to pray.
“What the hell?” the young woman said from the passenger seat of a Chevy to the man beside her when she saw
a llama posing beside the lone convenience store. She had
been looking out at the orange desert, painted rose behind
her aviator sunglasses, while fanning herself with a folded
road map. “Pull over.”
He parked the truck on the side of the road, hopped
from the cab which smelt of cigarette smoke and strawberry
scented air-freshener, and gently closed the corroding door.
The man approached the llama at a slow pace, saying things
like “Easy” and “Thatta boy.” The llama stood, blinked at
them, and counteracted each step the man took by taking
one backwards.
“Be careful!” she yelled, sliding down from the cab.
The man took a lunge for the animal and grasped its
shaggy fleece, and cried, “Gotcha!” It jerked back, but did
not resist him. He gave a victorious laugh and asked the
woman, “Where’d ya think it came from?”
But she didn’t hear him. Slipping her aviators from
her face, she looked back past the dirt-crusted truck and
the endless vacant road, past the desert and the canyons
beyond it. She looked towards the horizon. “Wouldya look
at that…”
Brother John’s nostrils burned from the heat. A thick
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layer of sweat covered his skin and rolled down the curves
of his body. He felt it drip from his upper lip and into his
mouth, the salty droplets sliding down his throat. He tried
resting his head in his hands, but his fingers slipped from
his face.
“God,” he prayed. The word felt awkward and empty
in his mind. “Where are You?” He clenched his eyes shut
behind drenched lashes. He waited in silence for a prayer
to come from the depths of his consciousness, hearing the
hissing of the rocks as Bidziil ladled on more water and a
new wave of searing mist clouded over him, prodding his
body with molten pricks. He endured them, feeling them
singe his neck and skull. The air felt solid, and breathing was
more like trying to suck oxygen from a wall. He lowered his
head in front of his knees and pressed his lips against the
ground towards the crack of light where the tent and the
earth met, devouring the cooler air from outside.
Ideas that he was afraid to admit and thoughts he was
afraid to think came to him and cascaded through his mind.
“You’re cruel,” he told God silently. “You said You’d never
abandon Your people, You said You’d love those who followed Your commandments, but You don’t love us. These
people have nothing. But somehow You always find something more to take away. And not for a moment did they
doubt You or blame You. They’re still full of faith, like the
battered dog who returns to its owner for more. And they
look to me for guidance, but I have nothing to give them
but these empty promises of hope.”
His soaked hands clenched fistfuls of earth.
“I was waiting for a conversion, I was waiting for a
miracle, but You did nothing to save my brother. You did
nothing to keep him in rehab, and when his wife stood up
to him, You did nothing to keep her teeth from falling out,
or her eyes from sweltering in eggplant bruises. You did
nothing to stop him from breaking Casper’s nose the night
Casper was brought here.
“The Bible says, ask and the door shall be open to you. I
asked You to save my brother from his family, to give Casper
a normal childhood, and I asked You to send rain on these
thirsty lands. But You didn’t, Lord. You don’t.”
He let loose the earth, his hands gloved in sand.
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Beside John, Casper’s shoulders were trembling. John
wondered if he too was blaming God. Blaming God for his
past, or the choices he now faced. But then the boy stooped
forward on his knees, bending down low, and kissed the
ground, whispering the simplest prayer in the sweltering
silence: “I trust You.”
John felt his eyes singe as tears crept from behind his
eyeballs.
The stones screamed once more and Bidziil screamed
with them, singing the timeless wails of the Navajo people.
Brother John joined him and cried out, not in words or
phrases, but from down in the void of that pit where he
believed his damaged soul had been waiting. Others added
their voices, and they cried out to their God.
The old woman perked up from the bench. She could
hear the cries from the hut like an echo from a distant
chamber of her memory, back when her face was smoother
and her bones didn’t ache so much. She stood, her delicate
fingers clasping the tails of her black and orange shawl, and
hobbled outside. Something smelled different. It wasn’t the
smell of the dry desert that she was used to. It was the smell
of moisture.
She watched as a shadow fell over the golden void.
They did not stop until their voices grew hoarse and
were choked somewhere in their throats. Brother John sat
with his face in his palms, smearing sand into his cheeks
and forehead.
Tap.
It was like the sound of a small pebble being hurled
against the roof of the hut.
Tap, tap.
The others shifted in their places, stirring in the dark,
and wondered if they imagined what they had just heard.
Tap, tap-tap.
They all heard it this time. Brother John lifted his head
from his hands as the sounds became the rhythmic beating
of music: tap-tap-ta-t-t-t-t-tCasper bolted through the tarp door, and Brother John
followed him close behind, coming from the darkness into
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blinding light. The air felt like a cold slap against his sweltering skin. He looked up, and felt his heart swelling and
his knees failing, collapsing to the ground. Above him, the
sky had turned black, black, black: the clouds, chiseled from
marble, triumphed over the dome in swirling masses, like a
great wave charging through the sky. He saw them descend
like a gray shroud, covering the scorched earth. Raindrops
pierced his skin in pricks of blissful pain, electricity down
his spine. Freckles appeared in the sand where he knelt,
multiplying as the fall of rain grew into jets of frigid water,
slapping Brother John’s body in fireworks of splatter.
The rain and the desert became one.
The man and woman abandoned the llama and bolted
for shelter inside the cab. The man yelled something, but his
words were lost in the hammering of rain against the Chevy’s
tin roof. The wipers couldn’t go fast enough to keep the
windshield from being pummeled with it. Sparks of water
sprayed them from the open windows, and they watched as
the desert, the convenience store and Andrew were pelted
with the torrent.
Sister Monica stood in the doorway of her trailer, her
mouth helplessly open. She extended her arm through the
stream of water that cascaded down the awning and beat
against the concrete stoop, sounding like a fleet of helicopters. She stared at the rushes passing between her outreached
fingers and found herself laughing at it. At first it was a
nervous laughter, and then it became a chuckling laughter,
and it grew until it became uncontrollable and side-aching
and insane. She stripped her head of her wimple and let the
water pour through her silver hair.
The old woman limped through the fragmenting mud
and out into the open to where the rain could reach her. It
fell upon her wrinkled hands and filled the cracks in her skin.
“Nahałtin,” she murmured, her eyes full of water. With her
face lifted to the sky, she let the nahałtin consume her.
Casper stopped dancing with the other children when
he saw Brother John kneeling in the mud with his arms out42

stretched, hands embracing the rain. He took in the scene,
imprinting into his memory the image of Brother John with
his neck tilted up towards heaven and the downpour drenching him, washing away the onslaught of the sun. It was the
most at peace he had ever seen his uncle. Casper didn’t need
a week to make his decision. He knew it then that this, here,
was the only family he had ever loved.
Casper watched the corners of his Uncle John’s lips
curve upwards in a subtle smile, whispering inaudible
words. The thunder answered him, gunpowder going off
in the sky.
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Joshua Boucher
COOKING
My father once told me he fell in love
with my mother the evening he tasted
her ribs. I know no other details
from that night, but I like to pretend crickets
orchestrated a score on some sweaty
summer night and air swelled
through two open windows from an electric
fan, harmless blades cutting the air.
So different from the way my mother cuts into
the roast she purchased from the butcher;
so cheap, she called it “a giveaway”
and who in this kitchen could say otherwise?
“No strings attached” she said, but wraps
twine around the dead roast in two
places anyway. Her bloodied hands push
two stainless steel prongs through the flesh,
then slot the prongs into the gear
of my mother’s Set It and Forget It rotisserie.
Crickets in the phone chirp, disturbing
the rites my mother committed to memory.
A little water washes her hands and a small cloth
dries them. She picks up the phone and I know
this conversation of consoling.
“I’m so sorry.”
“That’s terrible.”
“Maybe it was time.”
“If there’s anything I can do.”
Afterwards she tells me what the name was
but my ears hear only the crying
of the rotisserie gears, mourning the loss
of grease. My thoughts flash back to the smiles
my mother drew on every Band-Aid I earned.
Cuts she sterilized with compassionate
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peroxide as I winced on her kitchen counter.
I bled to be part of her kitchen, but blood clots
and the sun rises on sweaty summer nights.
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Jay D. Hawkins
DEWDROP CHERRY
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Mark Rice
SUB SHOP PREP WORK
With dish towels as canal walls,
Patrick directs the juice
the slicer makes
toward the edge of the metal table
where it can drip into an empty
plastic pickle bucket.
I sit, removing green bell pepper cores
while the serrated knife
blossoms like fire
across the base of my palm.
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Matthew Luzitano
OF WRINKLED TREES
There’s something to be said
of wrinkled trees like the one
that lives nearly dead in my yard,
something in its hairlike
branches, its roots like feet
wedged in the ground,
in its elderly trunk,
the thick white bark
like chipped paint.
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Danielle LeBlanc
AUSTIN, TX: MARCH 2006
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Carlene T. Pelletier
SOMEONE BIGGER THAN ME
It was inconceivable to think my brother Adam would
ever die. I never gave it a thought until he did.
I drive my car off the rutted Bigelow Hill road onto the
gravel drive of the farmstead where we used to live. Seasons
of spring rains and melting snows have eroded patches of
gravel off the drive. Rust has eaten away at the culvert, leaving a large hole in the center. I get out of my car. I look up
at the knoll where the weathered cape had stood sheltering
families for two hundred years before my family’s arrival,
in 1948, forty years ago. I was six years old then. Adam was
fourteen.
I climb the crumbling remains of the concrete steps that
lead to the top of the knoll. The lush grass and red clover that
once graced the knoll have given way to weeds and tall grass.
The barren path our footsteps etched from the front door
across the lawn to the cement steps is obliterated beneath
the wild grass and weeds. Tall grasses intertwine with red
and yellow hawkweed, daisies, buttercups, dandelions and
purple vetch. Their fragrance is like a wild perfume riding
the wind. Blackberry bushes have taken hold in the space
where the woodshed stood attached to the house.
I approach the granite block foundation that held the
old house. I look down into the hole where the remains of
the house lies buried beneath the roots of grasses, bramble,
and raspberry bushes. A white birch grows in the center of
the hole. There is the rusted leg of an iron cook stove poking
out of the grass. A splintered roof beam leans precariously
against a granite block, its butt end obscured in the grass.
Gray cedar shingles cling to rotted roof boards. Broken
window glass lies strewn about glinting through the grass.
Grass grows through the holes in a rusted iron bedspring.
Over by the stove leg, charred chimney bricks poke out of
the grass.
On my left, a blackberry patch claims the space where
the barn stood. Honeybees swarm on the berry blossoms, the
red clover and wildflowers. It’s like an unkempt hayfield.
The wind sighs and whips my hair across my face. It’s
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a cold wind for late June. I came here to the old farmstead
to lick the bleeding rawness of Adam’s death. I find my grief
is as fresh as it was in April when he died. In May, when
I went back to the cemetery to sit with him at his grave, I
found, in place of a grave stone, the twelve-point rack of a
buck he’d poached in his back field. We baited the buck with
a salt block, apples and the contents of a small bottle of buck
lure he bought through a mail order catalog. He watched the
buck come and go to the bait every day. At dusk on the day
the 1990 hunting season opened, he shot it from his kitchen
window. We hauled it home on the back of his four-wheeler
and hung it in the maple tree in his front yard. It wasn’t that
he needed it to feed his family. He was well-off enough, but
poaching was as much a part of him as the French-Canadian
and Irish jigs he taught himself on his fiddle. The antlers
are an appropriate grieving stone.
I look over at the maple tree at the edge of the drive.
Adam used to hang deer and moose from its largest branch—
the ones he bagged during hunting season. He hung the
ones he poached off-season in the barn.
I look across the road at the field where Adam pastured
his draft team and the cow. It’s but a ghost, an ephemeral body given way to willow, sumac, bushes, witch hazel,
birches and clusters of white pine. The small clumps of lilac
bushes that stood at the edge of the road have staked a large
claim in the bushes and birches. On my left, at the edge
of the field, I see poison ivy gleaming in the sun, its roots
anchored beneath the mossy stone wall. Its vines, like spotted snakes, crawl up the trunks of dead elm trees that once
stood guarding the dividing line between our field and Old
Man Bigelow’s. He was a mean old bastard. He once called
the game warden on Adam. We were having deer stew and
biscuits when the warden paid us a surprise visit. Everyone
jumped up from the table and ran to the windows when we
heard his truck rumbling into the drive. He leapt out of his
truck and bounded up the cement steps and pounded on
the door.
Mom said, “Oh my God,” and began to cry.
Adam put his arm around her and said, “Don’t cry.
I’ll take care of it. Everyone get away from the windows. Sit
down.” Then he opened the door.
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“I hear ya been a poachin’ deah, my boy,” the warden
said, before Adam could say anything.
Adam stood straight and tall and said politely, “No Sah,
I ain’t been poachin’ deah, Sah.”
“Well, that therah is awful funny,” the warden growled.
“Ya neighbah said he saw ya a draggin’ one outta the woods
this mornin’.”
“Who?”
“Bigelow.”
“That ol’ bastard can’t see ten feet in front of ‘im.
Couldn’t been me anyway. I was at church this mornin’.”
“Well, I gotta investigate.”
Adam stood straighter and taller, and said, “Ya got a
wahrant, Sah?”
“I don’t need a wahrant, boy.”
Adam folded his arms across his chest, nodded his head
up and down, and said, “Ayuh, ya do, Sah.”
The warden shook his finger in Adam’s face and said,
“Wherahs ya fathah hidin’ boy?”
“He ain’t heah. If he was, he wouldn’t hide from the
likes of ya.”
The warden said, “Ya best be cahful, muh boy. I’m a
wahnin ya.”
Everywhere the grass is tall, the weeds and wildflowers
teem with honeybees and bumblebees. I listen to them humming as they flit about gathering pollen to make honey for
their winter stores. The red and pink roses have filled the
space between the drive and the road where the deep well
was. I watch a swallowtail flutter and hover then alight upon a
red rose. I see myself, my hair in long French braids, running
barefoot across the drive to the rose bushes. I’m carrying a
little net I fashioned with a piece of sheer curtain. I reach the
roses, and I bring the net down over a large swallowtail.
Isn’t it beautiful Adam?
Ayuh, Annie. Ya have to let it go though. Ya wouldn’t want
to live in a net would ya?
The wind sighs and rushes through the roses, lifting
and swirling their essence in the air. I walk down the cement
steps and cross the drive to the rose bushes. I sit down on
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the grass. Careful of the thorns, I pull a red rose to my nose
and sniff. At any other time the bees’ hum, the butterfly’s
flutter, roses, and the sweet air would be as a balm: soothing
and calming. But today they feel like the sting of a thousand
wasps. I let go of the rose, and drop my head to my knees and
sob my grief. Bittersweet memories flash pages and chapters
of my life, of Adam, first one, then another and another, like
birds of prey swooping down on a wild wood feast.
I see Adam, tall and lean, striding into the kitchen of
the old house, carrying a chainsaw, wood chips in his dark
hair, smelling of pine and hemlock, his blue eyes smiling
as he places the chainsaw on the floor. He bends over the
wood cook stove and peers into the frying pan. Sniffing like a
hungry hog, he licks his lips. He makes a great fuss over the
sizzling trout I caught in the brook with a safety pin hook.
I bet this was the biggest trout in the brook. I nevah, nevah
caught a trout this big. Can I have a bite?
Ayuh, Adam. Ya can have it all.
The wind whispers and sifts through my hair. A tigertail comes fluttering by and hovers over the red rose in my
hand. It flutters away. Its bright orange and black wings
are a bold contrast to the delicate pink rose it alights on. I
look over at the blackberry patch where the barn stood. Its
big door was always opened wide in a welcome grin. Adam
kept his hunting hounds in the back of the barn in a pen
he built with grey weathered boards he salvaged from the
falling, tired equipment shed. The barn wasn’t only a home
for animals and hay. It was a playground too. We scampered
like squirrels high up on the beams. We played tag above
the hayloft, so high I could almost touch the barn swallows’
nests. I knew the hay beneath me would cushion a tumble
off the beams, and I was never afraid of being up so high.
We played hide-and-seek in the shadowy nooks and
corners. When it was my turn to hide, Adam almost never
discovered my hiding place. He’d give up and call, “Alle, alle
in free.” Feeling smart and clever at having fooled him, I’d
jump out of a shadowy nook or crawl out from under the
hay into the embrace of his glorious laughter.
That was such a good hiding place. I would’ve nevah thought
to hide therah. Nevah.
When he talked and smiled and paid special attention
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like that to my little sisters and brothers, I felt little stabs of
jealousy.
My eyes climb the knoll, and beyond the granite blocks
to the gentle slope where Mom’s vegetable garden had been.
At the edge of the garden spot, the apple tree still stands
reaching its gnarled old branches to the sun. Withering,
brown remains of pink and white blossoms are strewn on the
grass beneath it. To the right of the apple tree, a chicken
coop had stood crumbling in its last state of neglect. Its
door lies flat on the ground, tall grass growing through the
cracks in the weathered boards. Shards of broken glass lie
half buried in the grass below the empty window frames. It
was a tiny coop compared to the one next to the barn where
Mom kept the Barred Rock hens and a rooster.
In the summer of my seventh year, I decided I’d grow
up to be a scientist. I claimed the little coop for my laboratory. The floor was a thick crust of dried chicken manure.
On rainy days, the cracks in the sagging roof and the grey
wallboards let in the wind and rain. On sunny days, sunbeams streaked through dust motes to the crusted floor. It
didn’t matter, though, whether the day was rainy or sunny
because I was a scientist.
I had a large collection of specimens: orange bumblebees, yellow bumblebees, honey bees, black jackets, deer
flies, butterflies and moths of all colors. I hung my butterflies
and moths on the wall with straight pins I borrowed from
Mom’s pin cushion. I kept other specimens in little bottles I
dug up from the old dump by the brook. There were June
bugs, spiders, ants, centipedes, and various unidentifiable
bugs. My favorite specimens were the green tomato worms
I collected from the tomato plants in the garden. They were
plump, round worms, some longer than my fingers. I had
several rows of worms hanging on the wall above my shelf
of bug bottles. I hung them with bent rusty nails I pulled
out of old barn boards. I pounded the nails straight with
a rock. I nailed my worms to the wall with great thought
and care according to size. I hung the small ones in the top
row, the medium ones in the middle row, and the big ones
in the bottom row. I’d gathered a handful of plump worms
and was getting them ready to hang in a fourth row, when
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Adam appeared at the door of my laboratory. He stooped
through the doorway, and stepped inside. I was delighted
he’d come to my laboratory. I looked up at his sun-bronzed
face and gave him my brightest smile. He smiled and placed
his hands in his jeans pockets. His blue eyes wandered over
my hanging specimens, bug bottles, and down to the floor
to my tomato worms.
“That therah is a lotta worms and things,” he said.
“Ayuh, Adam,” I said. “I’m a scientist.”
“A scientist.” he said. “Hmm.”
He stepped over the worms to the bug bottle shelf. I
watched in delight as he picked up a cobalt blue bottle and
examined it. He turned it around in his hand and lifted it
to the sunlight.
“That therah is a cute little spidah,” he said.
I stood straight with glowing pride, my big toe digging
in the crusted floor, watching for his tightly-pressed lips to
smile in approval.
“Hmm,” he said, and placed the bottle back on the shelf.
He knelt down, picked up a plump tomato worm, and held
it in his hand. “Annie,” he said. “This heah worm would
grow up to be a buttahfly if…” He stopped, and looked at
me solemnly. “Ya can’t be nailin live worms to the wall,” he
said. “Dead ones, ayuh. Live ones…NO!”
The stern tone of his voice sent hot tears cruising down
my cheeks and the pride of my chosen vocation diminished.
I stuck my thumb in my mouth and hung my head. Then
a spark of confusion, carried by images of piles of animal
pelts stacked in the barn, and pelts hanging on the walls in
his room, and moose and deer hanging from the branch of
the maple tree, drove my tears back. My collection was as
beautiful as his. I snapped my head up and stared at him.
He looked at me. “No, Annie.” he said. “It’s not the
same as huntin’. We need the animals I hunt and kill for
food, and blankets and coats, and things. We need the
money the furs bring in.” He stood up, lifted my chin, and
then took my hand in his. “Look,” he said, taking a small
note pad and a broken yellow pencil from his shirt pocket.
“This is for ya.”
Paper and pencils were scarce at our house. Mom
had a yellow pencil. She kept it in a secret place. When she
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needed to write letters, or notes to school, she used the back
side of Carnation milk can wrappings. I snatched the note
pad and pencil from Adam’s hand and turned the pages in
wonder.
“Ya can write stories in this,” he said. “Ya know a lotta
big words, don’t ya?
Then and there I gave up my scientific ideas. I decided
I’d grow up to be a writer. I’d write stories for Adam.
I hear a crackling noise in the blackberry patch. My
heart thumps. The vine with the red rose I’m holding snaps
back from my hand. Adrenalin pumps into my veins, but I
freeze. “Suffering Jesus,” I cry, as my eyes make sense of
black forms: a mother bear and two cubs bolting from the
blackberry patch. I watch as they race across the field to the
safety of the woods.
Adam, I saw a beah in the woods.
I bet it ran away from ya. Beahs don’t like tah be aroun’
people.
Ayuh it did, Adam. I wasn’t scairt.
I take deep breaths to slow the rapid beating of my
heart. I start to get up, and leave this place to the wind, to
the bears. But Adam’s voice, as though carried on the wind,
jolts me down again.
Look around ya, Annie. Therah’s someone out therah biggah
than ya.
In the summer of my ninth year I refused to attend
mass at the Catholic church with the rest of the family. This
worried Mom. Dad didn’t care one way or the other if any of
us ever saw the inside of a church. But Adam cared. I’d ride
to church every Sunday in the back of Adam’s rickety pickup
truck with my little brothers and sisters. But once there,
no persuasion, pleading or force could drag me out of the
back of the truck. I hated God and Jesus and Mary. I hated
the nuns. At school the nuns taught that Mary interceded
to Jesus to grant wishes and prayers. But when I prayed to
Mary, asking her to intercede to stop Dad from getting drunk
and to make him stop beating Mom, she didn’t. I hated the
Pope and all the saints and martyrs. There were so many
saints and martyrs I couldn’t keep track of them anyway.
I didn’t hate the nuns just because they lied about Mary. I
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hated them because they were nice to the kids of influential
families and mean to the common kids of poor families, like
mine. I hated them collectively. I hated them for the many
times one slapped a ruler down on an unsuspecting child’s
hand, or pulled a girl’s braid, or slapped an innocent child’s
face. I hated them for the many times I was made to kneel
in a corner of the classroom for not participating in songs
and prayers during Holy Prayer Hour.
One Sunday afternoon in July, I was sitting in the apple
tree eating green apples when I spotted Adam walking up
the road from the brook. His fishing pole was slung over his
shoulder, five or six sparkling bellied trout dangling from a
string tied to his belt. When he reached the drive, he began
hollering my name.
“Annie. Annie. Wherah ah ya?”
“I’m over heah,” I hollered.
He walked over and looked up at me. “Come on down.
I wanna talk to ya,” he said, and sat down on the grass.
I jumped down from the apple tree and sat beside
him. He untied the string from his belt and laid the trout
on the grass.
“I caught somethin’ special in the brook,” he said, and
stuck his hand in his jeans pocket.
“Lemme see. Lemme see,” I said, grabbing his hand
with both of mine and trying to pull it out of his pocket. I
should’ve known then something wasn’t quite right. His lips
didn’t crack into a smile. His eyes didn’t sparkle. He pulled
his hand out of his pocket and placed my blue glass rosary
in mine. It had been seven months since I’d thrown the
rosary into the deepest pool in the brook. I looked down at
the rosary in my hand, then up at him. His eyes were moist
and sad. I stuck my thumb in my mouth.
“Annie,” he began. “God is real. He loves ya, like I do.”
He paused, his eyes piercing mine. “Take ya thumb outta
ya mouth, and listen to me.” He wiped my tears off my face
with his shirt sleeve. “Tell me why ya hate God. Tell my why
ya won’t go to church.”
“Adam,” I said. “There’s no God.” My anger and resentment at God and the nuns and Catholicism raged like a fire
in my chest. “If there was, he wouldn’t let Dad get drunk
and make Mom’s eyes black and blue.” Adam listened as atSandy River Review 57

tentively as I always did when he spoke to me. He nodded
his head up and down as I told him how the nuns lied about
Mary interceding to Jesus for our wishes and prayers. “They
lied,” I sobbed. “Because Jesus never stops Dad from getting
drunk and beating Mom.” He sighed when I finished.
We sat in silence, and a memory of my dog Toby
swooped down on me: Toby lying on the ground behind
the barn, a bullet hole in his head; Toby’s body on a burlap
bag; Adam dragging him across the field to the stone wall; a
mound of rocks marking his make-shift grave; the sun setting
beyond the hardwood ridge; purple shadows descending
over the woods and field; Adam reciting Mary Frye’s poem
as we knelt by the grave.
Do not stand at my grave and weep,
I am not there, I do not sleep.
With a fresh surge of tears I cried, “Why’d God let Dad
kill Toby? Why didn’t God stop him, Adam?”
“He was drunk.”
He sighed when I asked, “God?” I sprang up from the
grass beneath the apple tree and hurled my hated rosary into
the tall grass. “There’s no God, Adam!” I shouted and ran
for the barn with Adam racing after me. He caught me and
spun me around. He shook me, not without gentleness, but
with a force and a look in his eyes that shook my being.
“Okay. Okay, Annie” he said.
We stood in the barnyard, his hands on my shoulders,
me staring up at him. He looked around the yard then up at
the sky. As he stared at the sky, I saw the sadness fade from
his eyes. I saw the familiar sparkle and smile return like the
blue of a cloudless summer sky.
“It’s alright,” he said softly. “But…look around ya, Annie. Therah’s someone out therah biggah than ya.”
Adam filled the place of my father who, as his alcoholism progressed to madness, was incapable of being there
for anyone—or anything—except a whiskey bottle. Adam
led me to understand the disease of alcoholism. He gave me
the key to unlock the fear and horror of the many times I
sat on the stairs late at night, listening to my father rant and
rave and beat my mother. It took years before time dimmed
the memory of the many times Adam, her savior, my savior,
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restrained Dad by laying him out flat.
Adam’s death was a senseless accident. Several days
after his sixtieth birthday, he was riding his four-wheeler
in his back field. It rolled over on him, killing him almost
instantly. His death brought the deepest sorrow I’ve ever
known. Even my mother’s death, two years before his, was
not as profound a loss. His death ripped out a piece of my
soul, leaving nothing to fill the emptiness. Never again would
his voice or his glorious laughter lift my heart. No more
would he try to convince me that since he was older than
me, I should do things his way.
Just because you’re biggah than me doesn’t mean ya know
everything, Adam.
Ayuh, it does.
No more would I laugh at him preaching to me of God
and Satan, and the questionable destination of my eternal
soul. No more would I sit with him in his music room until
the early morning light, listening to and praising his fiddling, even when he played off key. To say that I loved him
doesn’t sum it up. I adored him. I adored watching him
bask in my adoration.
At his funeral service, the little Catholic church was
filled beyond standing room with his family and friends and
acquaintances. The church doors were left open for those
who stood on the steps. An old man played the hymn “Oh
My Father” on the fiddle.
Oh my Father, Thou that dwellest in the high and glorious
place, When shall I again behold Thy presence, when shall I again
behold Thy face?
Knowing how Adam loved the words, I couldn’t bear it.
I covered my ears and bowed my head as the music swelled
through the little church, bringing more tears and sorrow.
By way of offering comfort to the bereaved and sobbing congregation, the priest said, “Adam is in heaven now playing
his own tune.” I thought then, surely if there is a heaven,
Adam is there. Why, then, am I mourning?
Adam hadn’t been afraid of death. He believed that
everyone had a fixed time to be born and a fixed time to die.
“When it’s ya time to die,” he’d say, “it’s ya time. Simple as
that. Not a thing ya can do about it. Live a good, honest life,
don’t worry about dying. No one ever truly dies, anyway.
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It’s them people who love us, and who we leave behind, who
are sad. Cry babies who don’t understand therah’s someone
out therah biggah than them. Ya not gonna cry when I die,
are ya, Annie?
I, laughing, would shake my head and say, “Naw. Of
course not, ya big dummy. Ya such a pest. I’ll be so glad to
see ya gone. Be sure to leave me your fiddle in your will.
Okay? Don’t forget the bow…the horse hair bow, Adam. A
little rosin would be nice too.”
Do not stand at my grave and weep. I am not there, I do not
sleep.
I pick the red rose off the vine and put it in my hair. I
get up and walk over to my car. Wiping the tears from my
face with my sleeve, I look again at the knoll. The sun, high
in the sky when I arrived, is sitting low on the hardwood
ridge far beyond the knoll. Purple shadows are descending
fast over the woods and fields, the apple tree, the knoll, the
blackberry patch, the roses. It is as though the shadows are
being carried on the sighing wind.
No, Adam. I shall not stand at your grave and weep.
You are not there. You do not sleep. You are in the red rose
I wear in my hair. You are in the antlers on your grave. You
are in the flutter of butterfly wings, in cloud shadows racing
across summer fields, and in the thousand winds that blow.
You are in my heart, and in my bittersweet memories. You
are with that someone bigger than me who carries me now
when things are too heavy for me to bear. No Adam, you
did not die.
But, oh my brother, that I could once again regain your
presence, and once again behold your face.
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Amy Blankenship
METER
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Danielle LeBlanc
DEAR PEPERE,
1.
Since we last talked,
I have found it very difficult
to forget the way
you wore bedroom slippers
as you stepped over woodchips
and stumbled past my garden tomatoes
shaped like the cancer
growing in your belly
2.
Likewise,
sometimes I hear you laughing
Oh you’re alright,
		
yah, you’re All Right
when the room gets quiet
and it sounds like the clatter
of a plastic cup on tile
in a crowded cafeteria.
3.
You never left me anything written
in secret, something to find
in a drawer or pressed
in the pages of a book
like autumn leaves
but I like to think that you
were born in a run-on sentence,
with a voice like multi-metrics
all those musical triplets
squished in 4/4 time.
4.
You picked little pegs
from a drilled cribbage board
like adjectives
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15 two, 15 four
and no more
and made the word skunk
sound like sweet defeat.
5.
You carved me a wooden duck
with wheels and rubber feet
that slap-slapped across a wooden floor.
You painted her with thick brush blotches
and two googley eyes
and the tick tick of those black disks on plastic
combined with the patter of un-webbed feet
like music.
6.
You told my father
(your seventh) that
his open heart surgery
was really to see
if he possessed a heart at all
and your smile
made your ears
lower to your shoulders
just for a moment.
Oooo,
you said.
7.
You could swim the length
of an exclamation point
and spit water like the spout
on the back of a whale.
7:30am at the YMCA,
just a lap or two, for later
there would be French toast
as we crowded the table
smelling like chlorine.
The chit chatter of white dishes
combined with the black sizzle
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of cinnamon on heavy, egged bread
all of which sang a cacophony
of mess in Memere’s kitchen.
8.
Memere would wear the mask
of the antithesis, the balance of your sentence,
the things you couldn’t remember.
She was the woman you convinced
to leave college and have your 11 children
so that at night,
you could wash the dishes
and tell her you loved her
when none of us were looking.
9.
Memere made muffins
and read books in secret,
she smiled her hugs at me
because the real hugs
were Few and Far between,
usually one-armed with a little bum tap.
10.
In autumn
they clanged pots and pans
around the swimming pool
for you and I imagine there were
leaves strewn like confetti
across the chemical surface
shuddering along in rippled
rhythm to Memere’s quiet cackling
and a gaggle of aunts and cousins
and a little white dog barking
to the tune of Oh when the saints!
Go marching in! Oh when the saints
		go
		march
		ing
		in
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Oh why did you breed such a racket?
11.
Pepere,
You might not have seen this,
but at the funeral I was brave
and finally told Memere
I loved her so very much
and she smiled and said
“good.”
Which was just right, I suppose.
But you would’ve said a symphony
in that particular way,
hand on the back of my head
with a kiss on my cheek
leaving a little spit behind
like a comma,
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Carla Worden
from Eitz Heim
I. Matriarchs
Never again will a single story be told
as though it’s the only one. –John Berge

Baruch Atah Adonia Eloheinu Veilohei Avoteinu
v’imoteinu Elohei Sarah Elohei Rivkah, Elohei Leah,
Veilohei Rahel. Blessed are you, Adonai our God of our
ancestors: God of Sarah, God of Rebekah, God of Leah, and
God of Rachel…(Avot V’imahot)
These are the women who lived before
the common era and years before
the errors that delivered
my great grandmother from Kiev to Ellis Island.
Women who birthed children at 90,
shared husbands with sisters,
were midwives and head wives,
and leaders who carried timbrels.
They crossed the Red Sea and shared secrets
from the Red Tent; raised sons into
kings, daughters into mothers,
families into the twelve tribes of Canaan.
These are the women who planted
the steady roots below my eitz heim:
tree of life.
They hold fast to rocks deep within the soil
and withstand, and withstand, and withstand.
These are the women who remained mothers
in Polish shetles and internment camps,
Deportation trains and gas chambers.
These are the women who gave birth to the state of Israel:
as Zionist leaders and political officials,
serving as soldiers while suckling sons of the IDF.
These are the women of the orthodox, conservative,
reform, and reconstructionist;
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the Ashkasnasic and the Sephardic.
The women who pray in balconies
separate from the men.
Or those who say Bracha, but don’t go to Shul.
Women who make minyans in their households.
Those who teach Hebrew school
and the ones who give lipstick kisses after services,
saying Shabbat Shalom.
The cantors and the trope chanters
and the sisterhoods that hold pool parties
and weekend retreats in Newport, Rhode Island.
These are the women
of my lineage. The matriarchs
who reach, and reach, and reach
far below the surface
of my eitz heim.
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IV. CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE
KEEPER AND WHAT WILL REMAIN
Such waiting has nothing to do with hope, it’s simply the way the
soul is bent. –Li Young Lee

Sometimes, when we are out doing errands
I’ll say to my mother,
Tell me about my family
And she’ll say
Well you remember Uncle Gil? And his wife Grace?
Uncle Harry? Oh, and Gert’s children?
And this reminds me that my family is old,
		
and I know little about them.
Sometimes, when we are sitting on the deck
I’ll say to my mother,
Tell me about kosher food.
And she’ll say,
Well, a Borscht is a cold soup. And Kreflach is dough filled with meat.
You’ve had kichel. Oh, yes, and strudel.
And this reminds me that I do not cook or bake,
		
let alone kosher dishes.
Sometimes, when we are napping in her bed
I’ll say to my mother
Tell me something in Yiddish.
And she’ll say
Well, the kinderlach are the children. And the shul is the synagogue.
Noshing is eating. And a shayna punim is a pretty face.
And this reminds me that a shayna punim is her name for
me,
			
and to my ear sounds like English.
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V. WHAT REMAINS: A SHAYNA PUNIM
Who you are is a mystery no one can answer,
not even you. –Jamaica Kincaid

I am the next generation of this eitz heim:
tree of life.
My mother’s shayna punim,
who knows no Yiddish or kosher recipes.
Who does not know the stories of her own family,
but was the first Bat Mitzvah-ed
and the first to read
a tav instead of a sav.
First Bat Mitzvah, (not Bas Mitzvah)
as my Russian relatives would read.
My Hebrew is read with a
pro-noun-ced American accent.
And when I travel to Yisrael,
the land of my people and ask,
“afo ha sherutim?”
They respond,
“the bathroom is down the hall.”
My education has taught me
why to close your eyes when we light
Shabbat candles but not
how to cook brisket or braid challah.
Where once culture was of creed,
we see the value of education replacing.
My mother the only connector
between what came before her mother.
And what came after her daughter;
a linking of our lineage.
But what of my own position?
I am reaching back and back.
Withstanding and withstanding
letting my roots wind way down
until I find myself (that shayna punim)
the very bearer of another’s
			eitz heim.
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